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Pharma Exposed! Autism Spectrum Disorder
(ASD) Is Targeted Gene Deletion!

By Dr. Ariyana Love, ND

In my latest interview with Stew Peters (https://www.redvoicemedia.com/2022/06/cerebral-
organoids-in-jab-cause-autism-study-proves-intentional-gene-deletion/), I brought scientific studies
revealing that Autism Spectrum Disorder (ASD) is caused by gene deletion in the brain, specifically in
the frontal cortex.

The article I referenced from Nature entitled,
Epigenetics and cerebral organoids: promising
directions in autism spectrum disorders
(https://www.nature.com/articles/s41398-017-0062-
x), explains that the inactivation of the X
chromosome in the brain is what causes Autism
Spectrum Disorder (ASD).

The three regions of the brain being targeted are
the temporal cortex, cerebellum, and prefrontal
cortex, especially the frontal lobe. These regions
were shown to have lower methylation levels of
the X chromosome with ASD. The study specifies
that X chromosome deletion occurs by “epigenetic dysregulation” (gene deletion) and “DNA
methylation” (genetic coding).
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“Although the epigenetic mechanisms involved in autism are not yet fully understood, there are
findings suggestive of genome-wide dysregulation and epigenetic alterations in ASD (Autism
Spectrum Disorder). These studies point to DNA methylation (gene editing) as a likely contributor
in the development of the disorder.

There are certain syndromes that have been linked to ASD. DNA methylation in connection to
imprinting and X-chromosome inactivation (gene deletion) could be relevant to the field of ASD
research. X-chromosome inactivation is a process in which one of the copies of X chromosomes is
inactivated and this is also achieved through DNA methylation. It might be associated with
autism, as inactivation or removal of inactivation could lead to genetic aberrations.”

Targeted deletion of the X chromosome in other areas of the brain result in ASD conditions such as
Angelman syndrome (https://www.researchgate.net/figure/Imprinting-map-of-the-human-
chromosome-15q11-13-region-Paternal-and-maternal-chromosome_fig1_262778863) and Prader–Willi
syndrome. Deletion of the X chromosome in females causes Turner syndrome which induces mental
retardation, developmental delay and effects social reciprocity and communication, a condition of
ASD.

Another study entitled, DIA1R Is an X-Linked Gene Related to Deleted In Autism-1
(https://www.researchgate.net/publication/49782890_DIA1R_is_an_X-
linked_gene_related_to_Deleted_In_Autism-1)confirms X chromosome deletion explaining, “A DIA1
deletion coincided with a classical autism diagnosis.”

Autism rates have exponentially risen over the last two decades and continues to sharply rise. Belfast,
Ireland just reported (https://www.bbc.com/news/uk-northern-ireland-61513905) that one in 14
children have ASD!

DELETION SYNDROMES

In an interview with Maria Zeee (https://www.redvoicemedia.com/video/2022/04/the-destruction-of-
critical-thought-shot-induced-1p36-gene-deletion-syndrome/), Attorney Todd Callender stated:

“The 1p36 gene deletion is a congenital disease — you’re born with it — and yet that was the
number one serious adverse event, and if you look up the symptomology for that, it’s the
elimination of your frontal cortex. Your thinking part of your brain, your decision-making part of
your brain, is the number one serious adverse event listed by Pfizer.”

Previously, we were told that deletion syndromes as well as the 1p36 Deletion Syndrome, are rare
phenomenons. However, now it’s “the most common human disorder
(https://pubmed.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/33596411/)” resulting from the deliberate deletion of the X
chromosome in the frontal lobe. Not only does the 1p36 gene deletion cause mental retardation
(https://academic.oup.com/hmg/article/8/2/313/584959?login=false) but it also causes genital
abnormalities (https://www.omim.org/entry/607872) in males and females, affecting fertility.

Another study from 2020 (https://www.medicalnewstoday.com/articles/covid-19-can-disrupt-
electrical-activity-in-frontal-lobes-of-brain#Brain-fog) reveals that 25% of people affected by “Covid-
19” are loosing the electrical activity in the frontal cortex of their brain. Many of my clients, friends
and associates have been reporting “brain fog.” Could this be an adverse reaction from transmission
(shedding) of vaxxed persons, caused by targeted gene deletion of the frontal lobe?
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In addition, the the authors suggest that the infection may have aged people cognitively by around 10
years!

In her recent report, Dr. Stephanie Seneff, a Senior Research Scientist at MIT’s Computer Science and
Artificial Intelligence Laboratory in Cambridge, outlined the extensive neurological damage such as
PRION, induced by the mRNA “vaccines.” In particular, she highlighted how the mRNA technology
is rapidly aging people.

— To view, copy/paste this report link into your url:
file:///C:/Users/metan/Desktop/20220612_MD4CE_Dr_Stephanie_Seneff%20-%20Copy.pdf

By the way, the E1 gene is on the X chromosome genetic lineage. I previously documented how
pharmaceutical “vaccines” are deleting the E1 gene in my article entitled, EPIGENETICS: Vaccines
Are Deleting Human Genes & Transfecting Cells With Ebola/Marburg
(https://ambassadorlove.wordpress.com/2021/11/14/epigenetics-vaccines-are-deleting-human-genes-
transfecting-cells-with-ebola-marburg/).

It begs the question. Have pharmaceutical companies been intentionally inducing Autism by deleting
genetic codes in the human brain through their vaccination programs? The only way the deletion of
the X chromosome is possible is through the use of mRNA nanotechnology.
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